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How important Taylor!s Theorem is to physics (and
pretty much everything)
Taylor’s Theorem is one of the most frequently used mathematical tools in physics. It is used extensively in classical
mechanics, quantum theory and much more. Indeed, the whole edifice of physics is based upon Taylor’s Theorem. Every
proof of a wave equation for a plucked string actually involves Taylor’s Theorem because it involves an approximation to a
more complicated problem - you throw away the pesky terms and hope that the first few terms generate results that make
physical sense - in essence one is making local linear approximations. In complex variable theory the concept of an analytic
function underpins the whole theory. Such functions have a Taylor expansion and thus locally (at an arbitrarily small level)
are linear. This means the angle between curves is preserved under such functions - this is the nub of conformal mapping
theory. Non-local qualities such as arc length and area are not preserved. (See Appendix 2 for a derivation of a wave
equation. If you don't understand the basics of partial differentiation, have no fear, this is explained briefly in
Appendix 1)
Here is the statement of Taylor's Theorem:
If f is n+1 times differentiable on an open interval J , then for a, x e J
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f(x) = f(a) + (x-a) f HaL +

Hx-aL2
2!

!

f HaL + ... .. +

Hx-aLn
n!

f HnL (a) +

Hx-aLn+1
Hn+1L!

f Hn+1L (x) for some x between x and a

Before deriving Taylor’s Theorem (which I assume you know at least at a general level) , to see how it is used in quantum
theory it is instructive to go back to Richard Feynman’s famous PhD thesis in which he developed his evocative path
integral approach to quantum theory. You will then appreciate why it is not some dry, useless piece of information. You
can now walk over the same ground as a Nobel Prize winning physicist with your knowledge of Taylor’ s Theorem. You
will not understand everything in terms of the physics, but that is not the point. You can get the flavour of what he was doing
and hopefully you can take away some insights that will take you even farther afield as you increase your knowledge. If
your curiosity is not piqued then you should stop reading now.
To understand what follows I will set out the development of the argument:
1. The concept of a wave function and the experimental background
2. The concept of a probability amplitude
3. The concept of a functional
4. The concept of an "action" and the principle of least action
5. The concept of an integral equation
6. How Taylor's Theorem is used to approximate a particular integral equation
7. How induction is used to "piece" together the wave function
I have chosen the particular extract from Feynman’ s thesis because it is the foundation for understanding how quantum
theory explains why light appears to travel in straight lines. We all “know” that light travels in straight lines because we
know that we can’t see around corners! However, it is by no means obvious how you explain the fact that light appears to
travel in straight lines once you understand how the basic elements of light (ie photons) behave at the quantum level. They
definitely don’t travel in nice straight lines but how do you reconcile that with the observable gross behaviour? That’s the
puzzling thing.
The starting point for the strange way particles behave is the Stern-Gerlach experiment which established the quantization of
angular momentum. The other experiment is the double slit experiment with photons. Both experiments challenge the
classical view of things. A good explanation of the Stern-Gerlach experiment is to be found in R P Feynman, R Leighton &
M Sands, “The Feynman Lectures on Physics, Volume 2”, Addison-Wesley,1964, pp 35-3 - 35-4. The following
diagram sets out the basic features. Silver atoms evaporate from the hot oven and pass through the slits and then through the
magnets where there is a strong variation in the magnetic field in the vertical (z ) direction. In theory the hot oven will
scramble the magnetic moments (m) of the silver atoms so that they will be uniformly distributed in all directions. Thus one
expects a sort of uniform distribution on the screen with a height proportional to the strength of the magnetic moment. What
one actually gets is either up or down. As Julian Schwinger comments in his book “Quantum Physics: Symbolism of
Atomic Measurements” Springer 2001 at page 30:
"It is as though the atoms emerging from the oven have already sensed the direction of the field in the magnet and have lined
up accordingly. Of course, if you believe that, there is nothing I can do for you. No, we must accept this outcome as an
irreducible fact of life and learn to live with it!"
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The double slit experiment
Given the nature of quantum theory as demonstrated by the double slit experiment it is by no means obvious why light
appears to travel in a straight line and it can be difficult to appreciate what is going on from just looking at the abstract wave
equation (see below). Feynman’s book titled “QED - The Strange Theory of Light and Matter”, Princeton Science
Library 1985 is based on some lectures he gave on QED (quantum electrodynamic theory) and there is a very accessible
explanation about how quantum theory explains reflection of light and why it appears to travel in a straight line. It takes
Feynman several chapters.
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It is, of course, not possible to provide all the building blocks in this article for a complete understanding Feynman’s thesis
but we can go some of the way.
One of the basic building blocks is the concept of a “plane wave” which is periodic in both space and time. In one spatial
dimension such a wave would have this form:
y(x,t) = A exp [ i (

2p
l

x-

2p
T

tNF where l is the wavelength, x is the spatial position, t is the time and T is the period ie

y(x,t) = A exp [ if]
If this “fazes” you, just think of the sine and cosine components and the wave-like characteristics should be apparent.
The generalisation to 3 dimensions looks like this:
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y(r,t) = A exp [ i (k . r - wt)] where w =† k § v, k is the wave vector and r is the position vector. k . r = † k §† r § cos q
where q is the angle between the two vectors.
The chance of arrival at a point on the screen with both holes open is not the sum of the chance with just hole 1 open plus the
chance with only hole 2 open. The wiggly wave-like line is better described by complex numbers which are a convenient
way to represent wave amplitudes. The chance of arrival at some point x on the screen is P(x) and this is the absolute
square of f(x) which is the probability amplitude of arrival at x. Furthermore, f(x) is the sum of two contributions: f1 which
is the amplitude of arrival via hole 1 plus f2 which is the amplitude of arrival through hole 2. Putting these two things
together there are complex numbers f1 and f2 such that :
P = ° f †2
f = f1 + f2
P1 = §f1 § 2
P2 = §f2 § 2
The absolute square of the amplitude is the intensity of the waves that would arrive at the screen and this intensity is
INTERPRETED as a probability of arrival at a point on the screen
Just to emphasise this, there is a “probability amplitude” (a complex number or vector) for a particle to go from A to B and
that the probability of it so doing is proportional to the absolute square of the probability amplitude. Thus if the vector
has a length of 0.4 the probability is proportional to 0.42 = 0.16. In fact in his QED - The Strange Theory of Light and
Matter, Princeton Science Library 1985 this is how Feynman sets up the building blocks of his explanation. At this
stage, these things you have to take on faith, just as you take on faith the proposition that the A380 Captain has not been out
on an all night bender before he takes control of the plane. Schwinger (who shared the Nobel Prize in 1965 with Feynman
and Tomonaga) develops the probabilistic concepts in a fundamentally abstract way in his book “Quantum Physics:
Symbolism of Atomic Measurements” , Springer , 2001.
In probability theory one can express the conditional probability of an event “a” given an event “b” ie P(a | b) in terms of
other conditional events.
Thus P ( a | c ) = b P H a

bL L P H b

c L where the sum is taken over all events b that can occur between c and a. In

quantum theory the probability amplitude j satisfies a similar equation: ja c = b ja b jb c where the sum is over all states
b.
The difference is that j is not a probability - it is only the square of the amplitude that is interpreted as a probability. In the
context of a path integral (which will emerge below) it is not that the photons follow definite paths with certain probabilities
- rather what is being done is that the probability amplitudes are calculated for the paths and these amplitudes are summed.
However, the recipe for this probability is as follows.
Take any path and find the time for that path. Construct a vector (complex number) whose angle(q) is proportional to the
path time ie r‰iq . The number of turns per second is the frequency of the light. If you take another path that has a different
time the angular displacement will be different (it is still proportional to path time). Do this for every possible path and add
the vectors point to tail. The chance of arrival of the photon is proportional to the square of the length of the final vector
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which runs from the beginning of the path to its end.

p p

q

g

Why have I said that the probability is proportional to the absolute square of the amplitude? It all turns upon the concept of
normalisation - which is fundamental in the context of quantum theory. In an infinite dimensional space used in quantum
theory one is effectively doing an integral over an infinite dimensional space but this integral must obey the normal rules of
probability. The total probability must still must not exceed 1 and must be non-negative.
Think of the simple example of the continuous uniform distribution on (a,b). The density function is f(x) =
probability that the random variable X takes a value less than or equal to z: Pr {Xc z}

z 1
=Ÿa b-a

when z=b Pr{Xc b} =1. The “probability element” ie Pr { x < X < x + dx}, is f(x) dx =

„ x=

dx
. In
b-a

1
@z
b-a

effect

1
b-a

so that the

- aD so that

1
b-a

gives the

appropriate normalisation so that the probability falls within [0,1].
The probability rules culminating in the concept of probability as the square of the amplitude arose in the 1920s out of the
work of a number of physicists who made inspired guesses at how to explain various experimental evidence. They
definitely did not sit down and develop the final shape of the rules in an abstract theoretical sense. The bizarre evidence
drove the structure of the rules. For a good history of the process by which the likes of Bohr, Schrödinger, Heisenberg, Pauli,
Born and others arrived at the theory read: David Lindley, Uncertainty- Einstein, Heisenberg, Bohr and the struggle for
the soul of science", Anchor Books, 2008
The other fundamental building block is that the rule of composition (ie adding) these vectors (Feynman calls them
“arrows") is that the “final” arrow is determined by drawing an arrow from the tail of the first arrow (ie the start) to the head
of the last arrow (ie the end). The big idea is that it is the square of the length of this final arrow that gives you the probability of the entire event. They are the basic rules.
Dirac developed his “bra” and “ket” as shorthand notation to represent what was going on. Thus the physical result of a
particle arriving at B given that it starts at A is represented as “ ÄParticle arrives at B † particle starts at Aê”. The brackets
(hence Dirac’ s reference to them as ‘bra” and “ket") are equivalent “to the amplitude that".
The nub of quantum mechanical thinking is that the world is not deterministic ie you cannot predict the future state of a
particle or system with certainty. This is reflected in the Heisenberg Uncertainty Principle (HUP) which essentially says
that you cannot simultaneously precisely know the position and momentum of a particle. Some textbooks suggest that the
HUP is about the inability to conduct simultaneous measurements accurately. Another view is that the HUP is not a
statement about measurement inaccuracy - it is a fundamental aspect of the functional relationships involved. This is a
deep idea and I feel ashamed that I have given it such short shrift. I will return to it in a later chapter. The modern proofs of
the HUP involve the Fourier transform and are based on the general idea that a function and its Fourier transform cannot
both be essentially localised ( see Elias M Stein and Rami Shakarchi “Fourier Analysis - An Introduction" , Princeton
Lectures in Analysis 1, Princeton University Press, 2003, p.158)
As Professor Ramamurti Shankar from Yale University has noted in his very well written book “Principles of Quantum
Mechanics" , Second Edition, Springer 1994 : ‘’The uncertainty relation is a consequence of the general fact that anything
narrow in one space is wide in the transform space and vice versa. So if you are a 110-lb weakling and are taunted by a
600-lb bully, just ask him to step into momentum space!” (page 138)
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No one - I repeat no-one - understands what particles do. Many experiments have been done and probabilistic laws have
been developed to explain the observed behaviour. These probabilistic laws are completely alien to the classical physics
taught in high schools - ballistics, inclined planes etc. What Feynman did - and it is both monumentally outrageous and
intellectually attractive at the same time - is that his thesis involved using classical integration of paths to arrive at the
path that fitted in with the quantum mechanical view of the world. Indeed, Feynman complained that Niels Bohr thought
that he didn’t understand the HUP: see Gerald W Johnson & Michel L Lapidus “The Feynman Integral and Feynman’s
Operational Calculus” Oxford Science Publications, 2003, p.1
Heisenberg developed an equivalent matrix formulation of quantum mechanics - in fact he did so in 1925 and Schrödinger
came along with the wave equation a short time later. Schrödinger proved the equivalence of the two approaches in 1926
(see footnote 7 page 5, John von Neumann, Mathematical Foundations of Quantum Mechanics, Princeton University
Press, 1983). No-one knows what substances Heisenberg was on when he developed matrix mechanics - the wave approach
had a much greater chance of striking an intellectual chord with physicists. What Heisenberg did was truly astonishing.
Apparently it was Max Born and Pascual Jordan who took what Heisenberg had done and recast it formally in matrix
notation:
"The elements of Heisenberg's calculations could likewise be written out, Born now saw, in the form of square arrays, with
each position in the array denoting a transition from one atomic state to some other atomic state. Crucially, the multiplication rule that Heisenberg had so painfully devised was precisely the multiplication rule for matrices already known to a
select band of mathematicians. Heisenberg had known none of this, of course. It was his acute insight into physics that led
him to the answer he needed" David Lindley, Uncertainty- Einstein, Heisenberg, Bohr and the struggle for the soul of
science", Anchor Books, 2008, pages 123-124.
The Allies were deeply worried that Heisenberg would help the Nazis build the atomic bomb in the Second World War since
they believed he had the intellectual ability to understand what to do. However, it is now thought that he really didn't know
much about practical nuclear physics ie bomb building. Accordingly to Lindley "It appears he never figured out correctly
how a bomb would work and thought that a ton of uranium would be needed. Later, in ugly fashion, this failure transmuted
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into a story that the Germans, meaning in particular Heisenberg, had turned away from the moral repugnance of building
atomic weapons, or had even deliberately misled their political superiors about the feasibility of doing so. Heisenberg never
exactly said this. He never exactly denied it" David Lindley, Uncertainty- Einstein, Heisenberg, Bohr and the struggle
for the soul of science", Anchor Books, 2008, pages 221-222.
The two formulations are equivalent for the following high level reasons. This diagram gives the gist of the matrix idea:

More fundamentally the equivalence of functions over != {1,2,3,....} and those over the continuous state space W which
has k degrees of freedom turns upon the fact that the two function spaces are isomorphic or structurally identical. This is
due to a theorem by Fischer and Riesz and you can find the proof in various books. For a classical proof of the FischerRiesz Theorem see Norbert Wiener, “The Fourier Integral and Certain of its Applications” , Dover Books, 1958,
pages 27 - 34. Unfortunately this proof involves a lot of "overhead" in terms of Lebesgue integration theory so I wouldn't
recommend it. A more accessible proof which is not based on preliminary Lebesgue integration theory results can be found
in Graeme Cohen, “A Course in Modern Analysis and its Applications”, Australian Mathematical Society Lecture
Series 17, Cambridge University Press, 2003, pages 304-305. The concept of isomorphism was explained in a basic way
at the end of Part 1.
2
Thus to each sequence x1, x2 ., , , with finite ¶
v=Ñ xv  there corresponds a function F(q1 , q2 , , , , , , qk ) with a finite

integral W Fq1 , q2 , , , , , , qk 2 „ q1 ... dqk (this latter integral being the integral involved in the wave equation). See
pages 28 -58 , John von Neumann, Mathematical Foundations of Quantum Mechanics, Princeton University Press,
1983 for a detailed explanation. It is actually pretty easy to follow (once you have some functional analysis under your belt)
because von Neumann develops all the steps (he had to because it was new stuff in those days). There is also a good high
level discussion of the issue in Chapter 9 of Graeme Cohen, “A Course in Modern Analysis and its Applications”,
Australian Mathematical Society Lecture Series 17, Cambridge University Press, 2003. Cohen's book is more modern
but if you want to traverse the territory that the inventors covered read von Neumann - he is less forbidding than I thought,
but don't expect lots of pictures.
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Quantum theory revolves around “functionals” which associate a number with the integral of a function. So you take some
function and integrate it and get a number. I have set out in a later section some more detail about functionals and their
relationship to variational problems ie maximising and minimising functions. One of the deep fundamental principles of
modern physics is the concept of the principle of least action which Pierre de Fermat expressed as being that "light travels
between two given points along the path of shortest time". It is a fundamental principle because other approaches to the
same physical problem are a subset of it and yet it provides greater explanatory power than those other techniques.
Naturally you get the same answer whether you use the more fundamental principle or some “higher” level approach.
Feynman gives a good exposition of the principle of least action in Chapter 19 of R P Feynman, R B Leighton and M
Sands, "The Feynman Lectures on Physics," Addison Wesley, 1964. Feynman's interest in the least action principle was
piqued by his high school physics teacher as Mr Bader who explained to him because he seemed a bit bored. We owe a lot
to Mr Bader ! The following diagram gives a high level view of the general idea:

In elementary physics one sets up differential equations which describe how the system evolves over an infinitesimally
short time subject to some initial conditions. One then solves the differential equations to get the “global” picture of how the
system evolves. The “action” concept involves taking the initial and final conditions of the system (ie “the system is now
at B but started out at A") and then you minimise a function called the “action” to work out what is going on at intermediate
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points which van be traversed in an infinity of ways. One uses the calculus of variations to find the minimising path and this
involves looking at other paths that deviate by a small amount from the desired path. Just as ordinary calculus involves
using a straight line to approximate the local properties of something more complicated, the calculus of variations uses a
form of approximation to reduce something complicated to something more tractable. Taylor's Theorem plays a fundamental role in this process. The diagram below suggests the high level concept of a variation of the function y(x) over
[a,b].

†

The classical action is the following integral: S[q(t)] = Ÿt !@ qHtL, qHtL, tD ‚ t . You will need to take this on faith at this
t2

1

stage.
The q(t) are so called “generalised co-ordinates” as a function of time ie they could be Cartesian co-ordinates or spherical co°
°
ordinates or any other system of co-ordinates . The qHtL are generalised velocities. !@ qHtL, qHtL, tD is called the Lagrangian
after Joseph Louis Lagrange. The simplest way to give you a taste of the concept (and that is all it can be at this stage)
is to take a well known high school level problem and show how the least action principle operates.
The concept the classical action is intimately connected with the ideas of conservation and invariance. The German mathematician Emmy Noether is responsible for a miraculous theorem which connects the ideas of invariance and conservation
just out of symmetry. For instance, time translation symmetry gives conservation of energy; space translation symmetry
gives conservation of momentum; rotational symmetry gives conservation of angular momentum, and so on. She proved this
in 1915 at the time of Einstein's general theory of relativity and Einstein was impressed by the result. Because she was
Jewish she fled Germany and ended up in the Institute for Advanced Studies at Princeton.
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A high level idea of what is going on is as follows. The Lagrange equation for the coordinate xi is

!!
= dtd !!° i (where the
!xi
!x

dot indicates a derivative - see below for an explanation where I pulled this formula from). If we conceive of something
called the generalised momentum for the coordinate xi and define it as

=

pi =

!!
° then the Lagrange formula implies that
!xi

p° i

!!
Hhere the differentiation is with respect to timeL. If you are lost with this generalisation make it a bit more concrete by
!xi

taking ! = T - V =
Then

pi =

1
2

°
1
mv2 - H- mgx L= 2 mx2 + mgx (ie the difference between kinetic and potential energies - see below).

!!
°
= mv (since x = v) which qualifies as a momentum. Thus if the Lagrangian is independent of some coordi!v

nate xi then the corresponding momentum (called the canonical momentum in the trade) pi will be a constant of the motion in other words it will be conserved. We would have

p° i = 0 which implies that pi is a constant.

An application of the principle of least action
Consider a point mass m falling freely from rest under the force of gravity (assumed to be constant). Thanks to Newton we
know that the force is:
F=mg
..
..
But F = mx so x = g.
The solution to this is x(t) =

1
2

gt2 (by suitable choice of the constants of integration ie choosing x = 0 at t =0)

The Lagrangian approach involves looking at the difference between the kinetic and potential energies ie ! = T - V =
°
1
1
mv2 - H- mgx L= 2 mx2 + mgx
2
Note that the potential energy is - mgx where x is the distance from the origin ie the potential energy is a decreasing function
of distance from the reference point. Think of the potential energy of someone standing on Everest versus someone at sea
level.
The fundamental assertion of the Lagrangian approach is that the following is true:
!!
!x

-

‚
‚t

J

!!
† N=
!x

!!
!x

=

‚
‚t

J

!!
† N
!x

or

0

A quick proof of this condition for an extremum (ie a minimum) is set out in Appendix 3 - you will see that it involves
Taylor’s Theorem yet again. It is simply a generalisation of the concepts used to establish a minimum in high school
calculus.
Therefore mg -

°
„
(mxL
dt

..

..

= mg - m x = 0. That is g = x as before.
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How the Lagrangian figures in Feynman's thesis
The Lagrangian figures in Feynman’s thesis in a fundamental way. Recalling what was said above about the Dirac notation
Feynman's starting point is the following:
'

'

'

X q t + dt • q t \ corresponds to ‰

i
—

dt !

q

-q

t + dt

dt

'
t

,q

'
t + dt

Don’t be afraid of this stuff. Look at the structure and which is basically an exponential which you do understand. You
have to take this identification on faith at this stage and for what follows that is enough. But you should be able to make the
following important broad observations. The amplitude that the system goes from q't to q't + dt is :
exp(dt * i * the minimisation of an infinitesimal energy perturbation via the Lagrangian / —)
Note that — is Planck's constant and that the superscript q't etc is not a derivative.
The fundamental point is that Feynman gets an expression for the wave function which essentially looks like this:
'

y(q'

t + dt

, t + dt) = normalisation factor x · „

i
—

dt !

q

'

t + dt

dt

-q

t

'

,q

t + dt

'

'

yJ q , tN ‚ q
t

t

This is an integral equation and gives the value of the wave function at t + dt in terms of an integral of a specially weighted
value of the wave function at an infinitesimally earlier time. The normalisation factor in the thesis is

g
AHdtL

where

g is a

number which is involved in working out volumes in generalised spatial contexts. If you study differential geometry (or
general relativity) you will come across

g . Don’t worry about it for the purposes of this discussion.

With all the preliminaries done , let!s get to the thesis!
With these preliminaries, let’s move on to Feynman’s thesis in which he used Taylor’s Theorem in a remarkably simple way
to derive the Schrodinger wave equation. Here is the extract from pages 28 - 31 of his thesis ("Feynman’s Thesis: A New
Approach to Quantum Theory” Laurie M Brown (ed), World Scientific 1942):

" y(x,

t + !) = ‡

‰

i!
—

J m2 I

x -y 2
M - VHxLN
!

yHy, tL

dy
A

H42L

Let us substitute y = h + x in the integral:
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y(x, t + !) = Ÿ ‰

i
—

J

mh2
2!

- ! VHxLN
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dh

yHx + h, tL

A

Only values of h close to zero will contribute to the integral, because, for small !, other values of h make the exponential
oscillate so rapidly that there will arise little contribution to the integral. We are therefore led to expand y( x + h, t) in a
Taylor series around h = 0, obtaining, after rearranging the integral:
-i ! VHxL

y (x, t + !) =

‰

—

i m h2

‡ ‰ — 2 ! B yHx, tL + h

A

!yHx, tL
!x

+

h2 !2 yHx,tL
2
!x2

+ ... ..F „ h

(43)

2

¶ imh
‰ —2!
Now Ÿ
-¶

2pi!—
(see Pierces integral tables 487), and by differentiating both sides with
m

„h=

respect to m, one may show

¶

i m h2

2
Ÿ-¶ h ‰ — 2 ! „ h

2pi!—
m

=

—!i
.
m

The integral with h in the integrand is zero since it is the integral of an

odd function.

Therefore,

y(x, t + ! ) =

2pi!—
m

A

‰

-i ! VHxL
—

: yHx, tL +

— ! i !2 y
m 2 !x2

+ terms in !2 etc >

H44L

The left hand side of this, for very small ! approaches y(x,t) so that for the equality to hold we must choose, A(!)

2pi!—
m

=

(45)

Expanding both sides of (44) in powers of ! up to the first, we find,

y(x, t) + !
-— !y
i !t

=

!yHx, tL
!t

-—2 !2 y
2 m !x2

= yHx, tL -

+ VHxL y

i!
—

VHxL yHx, tL +

2
hi! ! y
, and therefore
2 m !x2

which is just Schrödinger ' s equation for the system in question."

The reason it is called the wave equation is that it has the same structure as the differential equation for a plucked
string. You may not understand all of what is set out above, but you can at least see where Taylor’s Theorem was explicitly
used in a pretty slick derivation of Schrödinger’s Wave Equation.
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There are three initial points to make about Feynman's derivation. First, he has used a table of integrals to get the result
2
¶ imh
2pi!—
—2!
=
. This saved him the trouble of using complex variable theory to do the integra-

Ÿ-¶‰

„h

m

¶



2

tion! It can be shown that Ÿ-¶ ‰Â b h „ h =

where Im(b) > 0 as is the case here. Complex variable theory is very

-Â b

interesting but I will ignore its allure for the moment.
Secondly he differentiates under the integral sign to get the next result. Now the justification for so doing in the most general
type of case is not immediate and I will cover that issue in another chapter because the technique is an important one.
However, you can see how it works with something simple like
1 !
!y

under the integral sign you get Ÿ0

1

HxyL „ x = Ÿ0 x „ x =

1
2

! 1
xy „ x
!y Ÿ0

=

!
!y

[

x2
y D10
2

=

!
!y

y

1

[ 2 ] = 2 . If you differentiate

as before.

The third thing Feynman does is yet another application of Taylor's Theorem in getting from (44) to y(x, t) + !
!yHx, tL
!t

= yHx, tL -

i!


VHxL yHx, tL +

Thus since ‰x = 1 + x +
) by ( y Hx,

tL +

x2
+....,
2!

h i ! !2 y
.
2 m !x2

it follows that ‰

-i ! VHxL
—

º1 -

iVHxL !


ignoring second powers of ! and he multiplies ( 1 -

— ! i !2 y
) and discards the terms in !2 . He also expands y(x,
m 2 !x2

t+!)

iVHxL !


to the first order of ! and

then equates the two sides.
This extract is one of the most influential intellectual drivers of modern physics and is frankly astonishing for its
simplicity. Indeed that is why I chose it. Feynman's genius was that he could use some elementary techniques
accessible to smart high school students and undergrads in a way that could generate significant physical results.
There is a huge literature flowing from Feynman's “heuristic” (ie a way of exploring solutions to problems)
approach.
What Feynman has done is expand y(x + h,t) in a Taylor’s series about h=0. The lead up to this was his comment that in
relation to equation (43) that “only values of h close to zero will contribute to the integral, because, for small !, other
values of h make the exponential oscillate so rapidly that there will arise little contribution to the integral. We are therefore
led to expand y( x + h, t) in a Taylor series around h = 0".
Note that Feynman is using Taylor's theorem in a multivariate form. In other words he has done
this:

yHx + h, tL = yHx, tL + h

!yHx, tL
!x

+

h2 !2 yHx,tL
2
!x2

+ ....higher order terms

He has used partial derivatives because there is more than one variable. You should be able to see why the expansion makes
sense but if you are having trouble the following may help. In its general univariate form for the expansion about u = a,
Taylor’s Theorem looks like this:
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y

f(u) = f(a) + (u-a) f '(a) +

Hu-aL2
2!

f '' HaL +

Hu-aL3
3!

f ''' HaL + ... ... ..

So if we forget about the time (t) dependence and write f(x+h) for y( x + h, t) you get the following:
f(x + h) = f(x) + h f ' HxL +

h2
2!

f '' HxL + ... .. higher order terms. Because his function depends on more than one variable

Feynman had to use Taylor’s Theorem in its multivariate form but he has only taken the first 3 terms, namely

!y Hx,tL
!x
i

‰—

J

mh2
2!

and

2

y(x,t), h

2

h ! yHx,tL
.
2
!x2

Feynman is really focusing on the exponential factor in the integrand in (43) ie

- ! VHxLN
because it is this factor which will effectively determine the value of the integral ie the final path (after

allowance for an inductive argument summing up the various contributions). Given that — =

h
is
2

of the order of 10-34 and

m is of the order of 10-31 in the case of an electron , the angular part of the exponential is of the order of

1000 h2
!

- ! V(x). If !

is small, say 10-6 , the angular part is dominated by 2 p 109 h2 and this is huge when h is even moderately large. This gives
rise to a wildly oscillatory graph. So if h is large while ! is small the exponential would look roughly like this: cos (large)
+ i sin (large) and while the following graphs don’t do justice to the real rate of oscillation, they are useful in understanding
the next steps.
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Feynman is basically doing a Riemann integral based on real and complex parts. It really is as “simple” as that - I will
come to some of the technical problems shortly.
If you have forgotten what Riemann integration involves it is this: you partition the interval [a, b] this way: a =
x0 < x1 < ... < xn = b and we "tag" each interval with a number x*j in that partition ie x*j e Ax j -1 , x j E . You then consider
all sums of the form nk=1 f Ix*k M Hxk - xk-1 ) and if all these sums areas close to each other as we want by making the partitions
finer and finer then the limiting value is the value of the integral. In substance this is what Feynman was doing.
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If each partition xk - xk-1 Riemann integral is the limit of this sum: h nk=1 f x*k 

What equation (42) says is something like this ( where !> 0 is small):

y(x, t + !) = normalisation factor x Ÿ @A special oscillatory exponential funcionD yHy, tL „ y
= normalisation factor x Ÿ @ C + i SD yHy, tL „ y
This is an integral equation: y appears on both sides of the equation. When you think of how a Riemann integral is done
you take a left hand point in the domain and then see where it gets mapped to (ie its height) and form a rectangle based on
the fineness of your grid. You then take the next point in the domain and do the same. The general idea is that the value of
the integral lies between the sums of the lower and upper rectangles and as the upper and lower limits get squeezed as the
width of the rectangles decreases, you get equality of the limits. The path integral involves these concepts for the real and
imaginary parts. The integral converges if the real and imaginary parts converge.
Feynman treats   C + i S Yy, t „ y as a Riemann integral. Now   C + i S Yy, t „ y =  C Yy, t „ y +
i  S Yy, t „ y so you can conceive of the integral as the sum of a real and imaginary part. The integration proceeds in the
normal fashion for each component.
The above graphs involve values of h between 10 and 10.000000001. Looking at the Cos graph, if we form a rectangles
with a base of one “tick” starting at 10 and moving to the right we form a whole series of little rectangles which go to
making up the Cos part of the integral when you sum them all up and perform limiting processes. You do the same for the
Sin part of the integral. These values are weighted by the value of the wave function at an earlier time. When you do this
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you basically get something that looks like : C + i S weighted by the wave function at an earlier time. In the complex plane
this represents a vector - something with length and direction. What Feynman is saying is that when h is large the resulting
vector is relatively small. He goes on to say that when h is small the vector is relatively large.
Here is a graph of the Cos part of the function when h is
small:

Here is the equivalent graph for the Sin
part:

When you perform this crude calculation for 6 “rectangles" (ignoring the term ! V(x) because ! is small) you get a final
vector with magnitude of about 5.9 x 10-11 (which is subject to scaling by the normalisation factor and the value of y at a
time ! earlier). I took the numbers from the Mathematica output. When you do the same calculation with h close to zero you
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get a vector with magnitude of about 7 x 10-8 . The latter vector is nearly 1200 times bigger than the other one.

Thus the integral equation crudely says something like this: y(x, t + !) ª relatively big vector .
y(x,t)
Later on Feynman uses induction (see below) over an extended time period and in principle what he is looking at is the
vector addition of a sequence of vectors. He then adds all the vectors up in an appealing visual fashion to get the final vector
which in the limit represents the path of the photons. In his high level explanations of how light travels in a straight line,
Feynman refers to “arrows” arising from various possible paths and adding them together to get a final arrow which will
represent the path of light. Only paths near the straight line have arrows pointing in essentially the same direction. What is
going on is that the phases tend to combine constructively so that very little cancellation occurs and most of the contribution
to the integral occurs close to the classical path. This is what Feynman is getting at when he says that “only values of h
close to zero will contribute to the integral, because, for small !, other values of h make the exponential oscillate so rapidly
that there will arise little contribution to the integral. We are therefore led to expand y( x + h, t) in a Taylor series around h
= 0"
While in theory the photons could travel from start to finish via Lower Baluchistan or the more exciting Upper Baluchistan
(and there is an “amplitude” , which involves the angular considerations given above, that the photon will travel by those
obscure routes), the probability ( which is proportional to the square of the relevant amplitude) is small. When one sums
the probabilities for all these wild routes a photon might take, they don’t amount to much and the most probable path is the
one of least time ie the colloquial straight line.
There is a sort of democracy of paths - all paths contribute equally and the classical path has no special significance in that
context. However, once you perturb a path by a small amount in classical space you need to look at the consequences
bearing in mind the structure of the Feynman integral. Small changes in path will generally make enormous changes in
phase with the resultant wildly oscillatory behaviour demonstrated above. The total effect will be for the paths is that they
add to zero for if one path makes a positive contribution another infinitesimally close one (when viewed from the classical
scale) will make an equal negative contribution so that the net effect is zero. However, for the path for which the Lagrangian
action is an extremum, when a small change occurs in that path there is no change in the action (at least to first order). The
contributions for paths close to this special path will nearly be in phase and hence don't cancel out and so only the paths in
the region of this special path make important contributions.
The final "arrow" or path looks something like
this:
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If one plots the guts of the exponential part of integrand in Feynman's path integral it looks like this and it is revealing in
that it shows the vectors lining up for values of h close to zero:
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It has been a long time coming, but Feynman uses mathematical
induction to generalise the path integral
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(The above extracts from Feynman’s thesis are reproduced with permission from the Richard Feynman Estate, 2007)
The reference to induction confirms my earlier comment that induction is often a byline in wider proofs. Can you see how
the induction works? In equation (46) you basically have :

y Hqi+1, ti+1L =

‡‰

i
—

qi+1 -qi

L Jt

i+1

- ti

, qi+1 N Hti+1 - ti L

y Hqi , ti L

g Hqi L
A Hti+1 - ti L

„q i which invites us to

plug in the integral for y Hqi , ti L- a classic inductive gambit. So let’s do it.
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y Hqi , ti L = ‡ ‰ —

qi -qi-1

L Jt

i

- ti -1
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, qi N Hti - ti-1 L

y Hqi-1 , ti-1 L

g Hqi-1 L
A Hti - ti-1 L

„q i -1 .

Now literally plug this in to (46) :

y Hqi+1 , ti+1 L =

i

‡ ‰—

qi+1 -qi

L Jt

i

‡ ‰—

i+1

- ti

, qi+1 N Hti+1 - ti L

qi -qi-1

L Jt

i

- ti -1

, qi N Hti - ti-1 L

y Hqi-1 , ti-1 L

g Hqi-1 L
A Hti - ti-1 L

g Hqi L

„ q i -1

A Hti+1 - ti L

„ q i -1

A Hti+1 - ti L

„q i

Now let’s be a bit free and easy with the integral
signs:
i

y Hqi+1 , ti+1 L = ‡ ‡ ‰ —
i

‰—

=

qi -qi-1

L Jt

i

‡ ‡ ‰—

i

- ti -1

, qi N Hti - ti-1 L

qi+1 -qi

L Jt

i+1

- ti

qi+1 -qi

L Jt

i+1

- ti

, qi+1 N Hti+1 - ti L

y Hqi-1 , ti-1 L

qi -qi-1

, qi+1 N Hti+1 - ti L+ L J t

y Hqi-1 , ti-1 L

i

- ti -1

g Hqi-1 L

g Hqi L

A Hti - ti-1 L

A Hti+1 - ti L

g Hqi-1 L
A Hti - ti-1 L

g Hqi L

„q i

, qi N Hti - ti-1 L

„q i -1 „q i

You should now be able to see why (47) makes sense.
The other point of exposing you to these extracts is to show you all the building blocks that Feynman used. Getting
the building blocks right is fundamental in maths and physics and it will take you a long way. As building blocks he
has used Taylor’s Theorem and induction among other things.

The problems with Feynman!s approach
The reasoning he uses is not the sort of reasoning one would find in an analysis textbook. Indeed in his thesis Feynman
openly said the following: “No attempt is made at mathematical rigor” : see “Feynman’s Thesis: A New Approach to
Quantum Theory” Laurie M Brown (ed), World Scientific , 1942, page 6. This is typical of physicists but don’t be
fooled by the apparent lack of rigour (Feynman won the Putnam Prize in mathematics as a young man and was more than
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capable of providing rigorous analytic arguments for each line in his derivation). If you are morally affronted by Feynman’s
reasoning you are probably destined for something other than physics. Pure mathematicians would NEVER even think of
doing what Feynman did - it was too mathematically sordid for their tastes. However, Feynman’s approach actually proved
to be immensely fruitful for physics. The details have been the subject of much rigorous examination over the years. His
approach has been so influential because is represented a connection with classical physics in a way which physicists could
grasp. That is an important comment about the cultural environment. Thus he expressed the evolution of a quantum particle
by an integral (as discussed above) which was defined over the space of the paths the particle might travel. When Planck’s
constant is allowed to go to zero the quantum evolution slides into the classical one (he also shows this). However,
Feynman’s analysis is far from squeaky clean. There are some significant problems which are briefly as follows.
The wave function is assumed only to be square integrable ie the square of the function is integrable. Taylor’s theorem
requires differentiability of sufficient orders and while the paths may be continuous they may not always be
differentiable. Indeed, that is precisely the issue with the sort of random motion that is typical of Brownian motion (named
after the English botanist Robert Brown who noticed the irregular movement of particles in a fluid) . Feynman recognised
this in a 1948 publication in which he referred to the paths having the characteristics of Brownian motion: see page 88,
“Feynman’s Thesis: A New Approach to Quantum Theory” Laurie M Brown (ed), World Scientific 1942.
The Riemann integral has very little role to play in modern probability theory and hence quantum physics, rather Lebesgue
integration (measure theory) underpins modern probability theory. This makes Feynman's derivations even more
astonishing. In probability theory the domain is generally not the real line but some abstract space depending on the actual
experiment so that the concept of partitioning such a space in relation to its "length" as in the case of Riemann integration
does not make sense. Think of an experiment involving coin tossing. If the coins can be tossed an infinite number of times
the space will consist of sets such as {H,T,T,H,H,H,T,H,,,,}. How does one meaningfully partition such sets as one would
partition [0,1], say?
The limitations of Riemann's approach to integration became apparent in the second half of the nineteenth century and the
issue of continuous functions which were nowhere differentiable attracted considerable attention. Norbert Wiener used
Lebesgue integration theory in his development of a rigorous treatment of Brownian motion. Wiener did this in the 1920s
and 1930s when Lebesgue integration theory was not widely understood (it is still rarely taught in any depth at undergraduate level). Fourier theory (which is intimately connected with probability theory via the concept of characteristic function)
cannot be fully developed using Riemann's theory of integration - Lebesgue integration theory and Fourier theory go hand in
hand.
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The best book on the subject of the development of theories of integration is David M Bressoud's "A Radical Approach
to Lebesgue's Theory of Integration", Cambridge University Press, 2008. There are about 100 different "species" of
integration theory - here are just a few: Cauchy, Riemann, Stieltjes, Lebesgue, Denjoy, Perron, Henstock-Kurzweil,
McShane, Feynman, Wiener, Radon and Bochner. In his book Bressoud has a series of exercises that set out the steps in
Darboux's 1879 proof that:
F(x) = ¶
n=1

cosHn! xL
n!

is continuous for all x but not differentiable at any value of x (see pages 39-40).

Those who want to understand something that was very important in the development of integration theory could work their
way through Bressoud's problems. One of the steps in the Darboux proof requires you to show that:

N - 1 n!
N!

n=1

§

2
N

Bressoud suggests that one way of proving the result is by induction, so let's take him at his word.
n!

The proposition is clearly true for N =2 (this is our base case) since 1n=1 2! =

1
2

§

2
.
2

Let us assume that the proposition is
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N -1
true for any N ie n=1

n!

N
n=1 HN + 1L ! =

But

1
N +1

2

1
N +1

n!
N!

N

n=1

 N + 1 §

§
n!
N!

1
N +1

2
N

=

1
N +1

N -1
 n=1

 1 + 1 =

2
N +1

n!
N!

+ 1 §

1
N +1

2

 N + 1 using the induction hypothesis.

(note that N ¥ 2 so

2
N

§ 1

Hence the proposition is true for all N ¥ 2 by induction. The graph below shows the relationship:

A brief excursion into Brownian motion and its relevance to modern finance
theory
Modern finance theory is concerned with getting a handle on random “motion” in the context of stock prices and their
derivatives (ie options etc). The classical building block of Brownian motion is the random walk which can be simulated by
tossing a fair coin with the convention that a head is +1 and a tail is -1. You toss the coin n times and work out the sum
based on the run of heads and tails. For instance, the run HTTH would give rise to the four points (1,1), (2,0), (3,-1) and
(4,0). The following graph is based on 200 trials.
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The Mathematica code for this graph is as follows:
randomWalk[n_]:= Module[ {steps, walk},
steps = Table[ 2 Random[Integer, {0,1}]-1,{n}];
walk = FoldList[Plus,0,steps];
ListPlot[walk,PlotJoined -> True] ];
randomWalk[200]
Albert Einstein did fundamental work on Brownian motion in a 1905 paper. He made three basic assumptions:

1. Brownian particles travel in such a way that the behaviour over two different time intervals is independent. Thus, there is
no way to predict future behaviour from past behaviour.

2. The particle is equally likely to move in any direction and the distance traversed by a Brownian particle during a time
interval is on average proportional to the square root of the time.

3. The trajectories of Brownian particles are continuous.
Using these assumptions Einstein was able to deduct that the distribution of Brownian particles evolves according to a heat
!f

equation of the form !t = D

!2 f
!x2

where D is the diffusion constant. Einstein's derivation of the Brownian equation is hard to

find in translated form. Indeed it is one of the minor outrages of the copyright system that his works are not more readily
available. The derivation is "primitive" by today's standards but it is easy to understand and anyone interested in seeing how
it was done should read C W Gardiner, "Handbook of Stochastic Methods for Physics, Chemistry and the Natural
Sciences", Springer, 3rd edition, 2003, pages 2 -5.
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Einstein also derived a formula for D assuming the particles were spheres of radius a. The formula was:
D=

kT
6 pha

where h is the viscosity, T is the temperature and k is Boltzmann's constant.

In 1909 the French physicist Jean Perrin observed that Brownian trajectories appeared to have no tangents and that this was
reminiscent of nowhere differentiable curves studied in the 19th century by Weierstrass and others. The physical paths
traced by Brownian particles can be differentiable for consider the fundamental definition of derivative:
x H t + hL - x Ht L
h

where h is orders of magnitude smaller than the average time between molecular collisions. In that event the

ratio will exist as a finite number and the derivative will make sense. However, the paths of the Brownian paths studied by
Wiener and others (now called "Wiener processes") are not differentiable. In fact Perrin estimated Boltzmann's constant
from Einstein's work on D. What he did what to observe the paths (in 3 dimensions) of n independent Brownian particles
(assumed to be spheres of radius a) starting at the origin and he recorded their positions a fixed time later. The mean square
1

2

displacement for a period of t seconds was 2Dt and hence for 1 second it is 2D. The estimate for 2D is n nj=1 x j 1 where
x j t is the position (in 3 dimensions) of the jth particle at time t. The statistical estimate for k was:
k=

6 phaD
T

º

3 pha 1 n
2
[ n j=1 x j 1 ]
T

Perrin also got an estimate for Avogadro's number too since it is

Universal gas constant
k

. He got the Nobel Prize in 1926 for this

work (see Gerald W Johnson & Michel L Lapidus “The Feynman Integral and Feynman’s Operational Calculus”
Oxford Science Publications, 2003, pages 27-28 ) The Nobel Prize organisation explained his achievements this way:
"The work for which he is best known is the study of colloids and, in particular, the so-called Brownian movement. His
results in this field were able to confirm Einstein's theoretical studies in which it was shown that colloidal particles should
obey the gas laws, and hence to calculate Avogadro's number N, the number of molecules per grammolecule of a gas. The
value thus calculated agreed excellently with other values obtained by entirely different methods in connection with other
phenomena, such as that found by him as a result of his study of the sedimentation equilibrium in suspensions containing
microscopic gamboge particles of uniform size. In this way the discontinuity of matter was proved by him beyond doubt: an
achievement rewarded with the 1926 Nobel Prize." (see http://nobelprize.org/nobel_prizes/physics/laureates/1926/perrinbio.html
To see how Perrin measured such chaotic motion go here: http://web.lemoyne.edu/~giunta/perrin.html
The Japanese mathematician Kiyosi Ito developed his theory of stochastic integration in the 1940s and his study of Brownian motion indicated that the standard Riemann integral could not cope with such random motion. Very briefly and again,
b

crudely, Ito was looking at an integral of the form: Ÿa fH xHtLL „ t where x(t) is a Brownian path.
He defined the integral this way: limn Ø ¶ nj=0  x j + 1 - x j ) f (x j ) where x j = x (a +

j Hb-aL
N
n

and xn = x(b) = xb , x0 = x(a) = xa

He came up with this result (again using Taylor's theorem):
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b „j
„x

Ÿa

„ x = jHxbL - jHxaL -

The second term -

1 b „ 2 jHxHtLL
2 Ÿa
„x2
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1 b „ jHxHtLL
Ÿ
2 a
„x2

„t

„ t represents an adjustment to what would be the normal result you would get from

Riemann integration. The concept of quadratic variation is fundamental to the understanding of this latter term. The
n-1

2

quadratic variation of a function up to time T is QV(T) = lim! ¤¥ Ø 0   f t j+1  - f t j  where  = {t0 , t1, .., tn } and !
j=0

  = max j = 0,1, ..,,n-1 (t j+1 - t j )
Most functions have continuous derivatives and hence their quadratic variation is zero. Hence quadratic variation is never
really considered in ordinary calculus. However, with Brownian motion, one cannot differentiate with respect to time and
the Mean Value Theorem will not always apply. Because Brownian paths are very "pointy", the derivatives do not exist at
such points. The quadratic variation for a Brownian path is T for all T ¥ 0 "almost surely" ie there is a set of measure zero
(and hence zero probability) for which this is not the case.

A word of caution about modern finance theory
Modern finance theory is spectacularly flawed in its application. Two of the high priests of the theory, Robert Merton and
Myron Scholes, received the Nobel Prize for Economics yet when they applied their "talents" to the real life management of
a hedge fund they blew up billions of dollars of investors' wealth in 1998. This is the equivalent of the electrical engineer
shorting out the car battery. They still retained their Nobel Prizes which says more about the low standards that apply to the
pseudo-science of modern finance theory. Scholes wound up in court arguing with the authorities over his tax affairs arising
from his involvement in the fund. Merton and Scholes based a whole investment process on the assumption (wrong as it
turned out) that certain unlikely events would not occur on their watch. Alas for their investors, they were wrong. If you fail
on such a spectacular and public scale in any other discipline such as aeronautical engineering, electrical engineering or bog
standard bridge building, you usually do not get a second chance. Merton and Scholes apparently continue to be "respected"
members of the finance world.
Merton and Scholes, while clearly intellectually capable of working out abstract probabilities, were victims of a form of
perception bias that afflicts many in finance. Their perception was that it was highly unlikely that a certain combination of
events would occur which would undermine their hedge find strategy. They borrowed on a massive scale - around 25 times
their capital. Large investment banks also had gearing levels of twice that size which made them de facto hedge funds. It is
little wonder that some failed in 2008. Yet the events did occur and their fund was destroyed. The problem with their fund
was the extent to which Russian government bonds were correlated with those in Mexico? Not at all, according to the
ironically named Long Term Capital Management model which crunched data going back a hundred years. Notwithstanding
this impressive amount of data, it turned out for the hedge fund that both markets were dominated by the same few investors.
The 1998 financial crisis in Russia, when Boris Yeltsin’s government defaulted on its bonds, caused panic selling in Mexico
as investors rushed to de-risk their portfolios. That was all the correlation that was needed to sink the fund.

In the deservedly famous textbook, William Feller, An Introduction to Probability Theory and its Applications, Third
Edition, Volume 1, John Wiley & Sons, 1970 , pages 86-88 there is a compelling example of how even world class people
can misperceive reality. Feller did a simple coin tossing experiment and in essence he asked this question: if a coin is tossed
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every second for 365 days is the probability that one player will lead for more than 364 days and 10 hours about 0.05? Not
one expert Feller tried this out on in Princeton got it right even though, had they done the theoretical calculations, they
would have got the right answer (which is “yes”). Feller’s example stems from a paper he did with Kai Lai Chung in 1949
(see Kai Lai Chung, Chance and Choice Memorabilia, World Scientific, 2004, pages 53-56). People of the stature of
Paul Levy, Paul Erdos and Mark Kac did work on the arc sine law ( see Feller's book for more detail) and its relationship to
Brownian motion and a connection with coin tossing games. Feller points out that theory of fluctuations of sums of independent variables was shown by E Sparre Andersen to be of a purely combinatorial nature (see footnote 12, page 82, William
Feller, An Introduction to Probability Theory and its Applications, Third Edition, Volume 1, John Wiley & Sons,
1970). This was not at all obvious at the time.
The real world is much more complicated than simple coin tossing experiments which makes the problems of accuracy of
perception even more doubtful as Merton and Scholes have amply demonstrated with other people's money. Nassim Taleb,
author of The Black Swan: The Impact of the Highly Improbable, Random House, 2007 is an informed critic of the
finance industry. He is scathing in his criticism of the likes of Merton and Scholes.

The problem of infinities
One of the problems with the early versions of quantum electrodynamic theory (known as QED which refers to how the
electron interacts with electromagnetic fields) was that of infinities in the expansions of solutions. You would get finite
numbers for the first 2 or 3 terms but after that the sum of remaining terms would diverge. This led to a huge amount of
work on “renormalisation” theory, the purpose of which was to establish that finite results would be generated by solutions
to the wave equation and other related things. The problem still exists today but according to at least two authors, the
current crop of theoretical physicists working on string theory are a tad indifferent to the problem of infinities. Nor are they
allegedly concerned with actual experimental evidence in relation to the predictions of their models. To understand why
you would need to read the books quoted below. Particle physics is now more highly mathematical than at any time in the
past yet this has apparently led nowhere in a practical sense (See : 1. Lee Smolin, “The trouble with physics: the rise of
string theory, the fall of science and what comes next”, Houghton Mifflin Company and 2. Peter Woit. “Not even
wrong - the failure of string theory and the search for unity in physical law”, Basic Books)
Incidentally, one can stumble across a mundane inductive argument even in string theory in the context of Virasoro operators; see page 226 of Barton Zwiebach, "A First Course in String Theory", Cambridge University Press, 2004.

What physicists think about mathematicians
There is an amusing story of a physicist working on the atom bomb in 1945 who posed a problem to John von Neumann (
pronounced “fon Noyman") who was a remarkable Hungarian mathematical prodigy with allegedly “movie star looks" (it
was the 1940s and tastes were different then). Now von Neumann had done everything from quantum theory to game theory.
He allegedly worked out in his head that the shock wave from the atom bomb would be greater (ie more destructive) if the
detonation occurred about 200m above ground level. Anyone who knew him had no doubt that he had in fact done so.
The problem the physicist posed involved a fly which flies between two push bikes approaching one another at a constant
speed. The question was , given a certain initial separation and a constant approach speed for both bikes, how far does the fly
travel between the two bikes until they meet assuming the fly has a certain constant speed greater than the bikes?
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This is a classic physicist set up. Since distance = speed x time, if they start 80 km apart and the bikes travel at 20 kph they
will hit each other in 2 hours. If the fly flies at 30 kph, say, it will travel 60 km.
Whatever the specifics of the problem, the physicist assumed that von Neumann, being a mathematician, would sum a series
based on the fly flying from bike to bike and would ponderously work out the answer. However, within a few seconds he
came up with the correct answer to which the physicist said:” So you didn’t sum the series?” The reply was “ No, I
summed the series”. The physicist (who was world class) was stunned. So von Neumann was a mathematician after all, but
a very fast one!

Historical aside
An interesting aside is that as a 13 or 14 year old Feynman had a notebook with two columns headed: “Things I do know”
and “Things I don't know” and he listed things like “Differentiation under the integral sign” in one of the columns. Good
choice really. If you do physics or any advanced mathematics, seriously differentiating under the integral sign is a major
technique that must be understood. It crops up in many areas of maths and is worth learning in detail. Most texts are woeful
in explaining a rigorous justification for such an important technique. I might have a go at that in another chapter.
You have obviously deduced that I am a fan of Feynman. I studied physics using textbooks based on his lectures which
were (and still are) brilliant in terms of how they explained things. You can buy tapes of Feynman’s lectures from Amazon.com so you can hear what he sounds like. Feynman was on a committee which investigated the Challenger Space Shuttle
disaster and he used a simple experiment involving some rubber compound (the infamous “O rings” for those who recall the
disaster - the O rings were supposed to form an airtight seal in the rocket boosters) to demonstrate that the cold external
temperature caused the O-rings to shrink which in turn caused the tell-tale combustible vapour line that anyone who saw the
disaster will remember. How did he demonstrate this for a scientifically illiterate audience? He dropped some of the
material into a glass of ice. It shrank. Theatrical physics, but it worked. He practised it in hotel room before hand though just
to make sure it all worked. He could have been an engineer!
The guy who insisted that students use Feynman's lectures was John Ward (now deceased) who was nominated for the Nobel
Prize that Feynman shared with Schwinger and Tomonaga in 1965 (at least this was what I have been told by his academic
contemporaries). In QED you will find Ward’s identity. Feynman's lectures weren't for everyone. Indeed I don't think
anyone has tried to replicate his educational experiment because his approach probably favoured the smarter student. Many
of Feynman's students went on to do well in many fields.
If you want to hear some contemporary quantum physics lectures for FREE listen to Leonard Susskind on the Stanford
iTunes site: http://itunes.stanford.edu/
Leonard is an exceptionally good communicator of the ideas and you can follow all the maths on the board with him.

FINALLY - What is Taylor!s Theorem?
After all the build up let’s get to the nitty gritty. Indeed, if the Feynman material was too heavy going you may have got
here unscathed already! Calculus is the art of approximation and Taylor’s Theorem is one of the tools for approximating
functions with something simpler. The simplest approximation to a function at a point is a linear one (or more accurately an
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affine function f(x) = ax + b). Taylor’s Theorem is all about the local behaviour of a function. Thus if we want to approximate f at x a good candidate for a linear approximation is this:
f(x) = f(a) + f '(a) (x -a)

From the diagram f(x) = f(a) + df + e
But f '(a) = tan q =

df
x -a

So df = f '(a) ( x -a) and f(x) = f(a) + f '(a) (x -a) + !. In essence the approximation of f(x) by f(a) close to x is based on the
proposition that ! Ø 0 as x Ø a.
In other words what is being asserted is that limx Ø a

f HxL - @ f HaL + f ' HaL Hx -aL D
x-a

=0

This concept generalises to higher dimensions in the sense that by using a derivative of the second order ie f ‘' (a) we might
get a good quadratic approximation and by using a third derivative we might get a good cubic approximation and by using
derivatives up to the nth degree we can get a good nth degree polynomial approximating f.

An aside about generalisations of Taylor's Theorem
Taylor’s insight was to use the following set of functions as the “building blocks” of an arbitrary function (assuming it has
sufficient derivatives): {1, x, x2 , x3 , ...., xn , ....=. The weightings of these components involve the derivatives of various
orders of f at a. In the 19th century Fourier (pronounced “Foo-ree-ay” ) generalised this approach in a much more dramatic
fashion. One of the great joys of mathematics is understanding Fourier Theory given its innumerable theoretical and
practical applications. Your digital phone implicitly uses Fourier Theory even though Fourier never had electrical signals in
mind when he developed the theory. Cat scans, probability theory (eg the modern proofs of the Central Limit Theorem
essentially revolve around Fourier techniques), large number multiplication (using the Discrete Fast Fourier Transform),
compression of pornographic videos and much more ultimately rely upon Fourier or wavelet theory. If you want to learn
more about wavelet theory, go no further than one of the main proponents of theory, Ingrid Daubechies from Princeton
University. You can read her exposition of the field in Timothy Gowers, Editor, "The Princeton Companion to Mathematics, Princeton University Press, 2008, pages 848-862. Taylor’s Theorem is also closely related to the theory of power
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series and analytic function theory.
If one thinks of a number as a polynomial in base 10 (eg 112 = 1. 102 + 1. 101 + 2. 100 ) the multiplication of large numbers
can be done using the discrete form of the Fourier Transform. If you try to multiply large numbers on your pocket calculator
or Excel you will soon hit the machine limits. The Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) is in fact an algorithm for the Discrete
Fourier Transform (DFT). The DFT is defined in terms of a vector comprising N complex values:
x = { x0 , x1 , ... , xN < (engineers tend to adopt this sort of convention)
The DFT of x is another generally complex vector X also having N elements the k-th of which is:
-2 ÂkêN
Xk = N-1
j=0 x j ‰

If X is known the elements of x can be reconstructed according to the inverse DFT:
x j=

1
N

N-1
k=0 Xk ‰2 ÂkêN

The FFT evaluates a polynomial at powers of w ie it is a special multipoint evaluation at the powers 1, w, …, wn-1 of a
primitive nth root of unity w. This is not the place to go into the full theory (this is, after all an aside, and only something to
whet your appetite), but a compelling demonstration can be given. In number theory Fermat numbers are an object of some
n

close study. They take the form Fn = 22 + 1 where n is a positive integer so they are BIG numbers. For instance F8 can be
factored as:
1238926361552897. 93461639715357977769163558199606896584051237541638188580280321 (see http://mathworld.wolfram.com/FermatNumber.html )
Here is some special code written to multiply large numbers using the discrete Fast Fourier Transform. (FFT) using base 10
as the representation. You will see that it can multiply the two large numbers above. Mathematica's in-built algorithm gives
the same answer as the special
code:
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You can't multiply these two numbers on your calculator or even your computer unless you have some special software
(such a writing a general purpose program in C++ say). Large number multiplication is essential for cryptography and there
are special algorithms (and "bespoke" chips in military and some commercial applications) that will do the very fast large
number exponentiation that is required in cryptography. Electrical engineering courses cover this sort of thing in more
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detail. For more reading see: Richard E Crandall, "Projects in Scientific Computation", Springer-Telos, 1996
It was news to me to learn that calculators did not use Taylor's Theorem to calculate sines and cosines. Apparently back in
1959 a Jack Volder of the Convair corporation in the US devised the CORDIC (COordinate Rotation DIgital Computer)
method to replace an algorithm in the B-58 bomber's navigation computer. In essence - and somewhat counter intuitively the method uses matrix multiplication of rotation matrices to perform the task. The trick is that the components of the
standard rotation matrix are cunningly constructed to have a certain form which is hard wired into the chip and the structure
of the method allows the fastest chip operations to be used : addition, subtraction, shifting and memory transfer. The result
is that a complex task can be done rally fast with high accuracy. Apparently variants of this method are used to calculate
roots, exponentials and much more. The full story can be found in an article by Alan Sultan, "CORDIC: How Hand
Calculators Calculate", The College Mathematics Journal, The American Mathematical Association, Vol 40, No 20
March 2009, pages 87- 92. This type of thing is an artifact of the days when computers had really small memories. A
scientific computer that I used as a student in the early 1970s only had 262k of core memory!

Back to Taylor series.......
Let’s consider a polynomial p(x) = a0 + a1 x + a2 x2 +......+ an xn . Then p'(x) = a1 + 2 a2 x + 3a3 x2 + .... + n an xn-1 , p''(x)
= 2a2 + 3.2 a3 x + ... .. + nHn - 1L an-1 xn-2 etc.
If we assume that we are doing our approximation around a = 0 (referring to the above diagram) for convenience, then:
p'(0) = 1! a1
p ''(0) = 2! a2 ,
.....
pHnL H0L = n ! an where pHnL H0L is the nth derivative of p HxL evaluated at x = 0. The dots indicate an inductive argument.
Our aim is to approximate f(x) at a = 0 by f HxL = f H0L + f ' H0L x +
But

pHxL = a0 +

a1 x +

a2 x2 + ... ... +

So if we identify the coefficients ak with

f HkL H0L
k!

1
2!

f '' H0L x2 + .... +

1
n!

f HnL H0L xn

an xn .

we will get an approximation to f HxL.

This suggests a definition for the nth degree Taylor polynomial at x = 0.
Namely, pn HxL = f H0L + f ' H0L x +

f '' H0L
2!

x2 + ....+

f HnL H0L
n!

xn .

Before we go any further let’s look at how good pn HxL is at approximating f HxL. Let’s take f(x) = sin x over the interval
[0,2p]
Induction lurks even at the basic level of working out
£

f HnL H0L
n!

. Since f £ HxL =

d Hsin xL
dx

= cos x and f ! (x) =

dHcos xL
=
dx

-sin x it

!

follows that f (0) = 1 and f H0L = 0. So one might hypothesise that the series expansion will only contain odd powers of x
since the even powers will all have zero as a coefficients. Indeed that is the case. In more detail the assertion is that the kth
term is

H-1Lk x2 k + 1
.
H2 k +1L!
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For the even case f 2 k (x) = H-1Lk sin x and for the odd case f 2 k+1 (x) = H-1Lk cos x. These are the inspired guesses. Now
for k +1 the even derivative becomes (on using the inductive hypothesis) f 2 k+2 (x) =

=

d 9 H-1Lk cos x=
dx

d2 9H-1Lk sin x=
dx2

= H-1Lk+1 sin x which is the form we wanted. An identical argument applies to the odd derivative. Since f 2 k (0)

= 0 for all k the kth term in the series is

H-1Lk x2 k + 1
H2 k +1L!

If you study Fourier Theory you will become adept at working out coefficients of complicated series expansions and you
will be inevitably be employing inductive processes.
Here is what p3 HxL looks like:

Here is what p4 HxL looks like :
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That’s looking a bit better. This is what p5 HxL looks like :

However, p6 HxL looks pretty good :
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If one plugs the formula for

f HnL H0L
n!

into Mathematica! you will get the same result but note that if the index in the last case is

6, it will have to use 13 (ie 2.6 +1) to get the same graph. Here it is:
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Taylor's Theorem
If f is n+1 times differentiable on an open interval J , then for a, x e J
f(x) = f(a) + (x-a) f £ HaL +

Hx-aL2
2!

f ! HaL + ... .. +

Hx-aLn
n!

f HnL (a) +

Hx-aLn+1
Hn+1L!

f Hn+1L (x) for some x between x and a

Proof
There are several ways of proving Taylor’s Theorem but they all revolve around the Mean Value Theorem (or Rolle’s
Theorem which is a special case of the Mean Value Theorem).

The Mean Value Theorem (MVT)
A picture says it all:

The hypotheses of the MVT are that f is continuous on the closed bounded interval [a,b] and differentiable on the open
interval (a,b). On that basis there is a c e (a,b) such that f £ HcL =

f HbL - f HaL
b-a

. Rolle’s Theorem is a special case of the MVT

because on the same continuity and differentiability assumptions but instead f(b) = f(a), then there is a c e (a,b) such that
f £ HcL = 0.
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In essence one translates and rotates the axes as above and the new function will have g(a) = g(b) and then in the new system
there will be a c* such that g(c*) = 0.

Now back to the proof of Taylor!s Theorem
If f is n+1 times differentiable on an open interval J , then for a < x
f(x) = f(a) + (x-a) f £ HaL +

Hx-aL2
2!

f ! HaL + ... .. +

Hx-aLn
n!

f HnL (a) +

Hx-aLn+1
Hn+1L!

f Hn+1L (x) for some x between x and a

The whole idea is to use Rolle’s Theorem repeatedly on a specially constructed formula ie a classic inductive scenario
since we know it works once.
Consider a < x
n

Let f(x) = f(a) + k=1

Hx-aLk
k!

f HkL (a) + M

Hx-aLn+1
Hn+1L!

We have to show that there is an x e (a,x) such that f Hn+1L HxL = M
We cook up a related function that has the right structure when differentiated. This function is :
n

g(t) = - f(x) + f(t) + k=1

Hx-tLk
k!

f HkL (t) +

MHx-tLn+1
Hn+1L!

Being a polynomial g is continuous on [a,x] and differentiable on (a,x). Moreover g(a) = -f(a) + f(x) +
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nk=1

Hx-aLk
k!

f HkL (t) +

MHx-aLn+1
=0
Hn+1L!
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(see the definition of f(x) above)

Also g(x) = -f(x) + f(x) + 0 + 0 = 0, so the hypotheses of Rolle’s Theorem are satisfied and there exists an x e (a,x) such that
g£ HxL = 0
Induction raises its head in the context of working out g£ HtL.Note that x and f(x) are constants in the context of g(t):
g£ HtL = f £ HtL + nk=1 :

Hx-tLk
k!

We now show that g£ HtL =

f Hk+1L HtL -

Hx-tLn
{ f Hn+1L
n!

f HkL HtL= -

MHx-tLn
n!

Ht) - M} by induction

When n =1 we have that g£ HtL = f £ HtL +
Hx-tL1
{ f H2L
1!

Hx-tLk-1
Hk-1L!

Hx-tL1
1!

f H2L HtL -

Hx-tL1-1
H1-1L!

f H1L HtL -

MHx-tL1
1!

= f £ Ht ) +

Hx-tL1
1!

f H2L HtL - f £ HtL -

MHx-tL1
1!

=

Ht - M}, so the proposition is true for n= 1 (note that ex hypothesi f H2L exists)

Suppose the proposition is true for any r § n-1 (so the Hr + 1Lth derivative exists). Then for this r,
g£ HtL = f £ HtL + rk=1 :

Hx-tLk
k!

f Hk+1L HtL -

Hx-tLk-1
Hk-1L!

f HkL HtL= -

MHx-tLr
r!

So for r +1 (the Hr + 2Lth derivative exists because r § n-1) we have:
g£ HtL = f £ HtL + r+1
k=1 :

=

=

f £ HtL + rk=1 :

Hx-tLr
r!

:

Hx-tLk
k!

Hx-tLk
k!

f Hk+1L HtL -

f Hk+1L HtL -

99 f Hr+1L HtM - M= +
r+1

Hx-tL
Hr+1L!

=

Hx-tLr+1
Hr+1L!

=

Hx-tLr+1
{
Hr+1L!

f Hr+2L HtL -

f Hr+2L HtL -

r

Hx-tL
r!

Hx-tLk-1
Hk-1L!

Hx-tLk-1
Hk-1L!

MHx-tLr
r!

f HkL HtL= -

f HkL HtL= -

M Hx-tLr+1
Hr+1L!

MHx-tLr
r!

+

MHx-tLr
r!

+:

Hx-tLr+1
Hr+1L!

f Hr+2L HtL -

Hx-tLr
r!

f Hr+1L HtL= -

MHx-tLr+1
Hr+1L!

+

f Hr+1L HtL= -

MHx-tLr+1
Hr+1L!

where we have used the induction hypothesis

MHx-tLr+1
Hr+1L!

f Hr+2L HtL - M}

Hence the proposition is true for r +1 and hence true generally for all n since it is true for r =1. Note that we needed the
existence of the Hr + 2Lth derivative.
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Bringing it all together we see that from the facts that g£ HxL = 0 and g£ HtL =

0=

Hx-xLn
n!

Hx-tLn
{ f Hn+1L
n!

Ht) - M},

{ f Hn+1L Hx) - M} (where x < x)

So f Hn+1L Hx) - M = 0 ie f Hn+1L Hx) = M which is what we wanted to prove.

A brief glimpse of the Calculus of Variations
I have spent some time on Taylor's Theorem because it underpins a whole range of other techniques. For instance, the
Calculus of Variations involves Taylor’s Theorem at a fundamental level. The Calculus of Variations is used to solve
problems such as this one:
Among all the curves joining two given points
(x0 , y0 L and H x1 , y1 L , find the one which generates the surface of minimum area when rotated about the x - axis. The
relevant integral is:
x

1 + y£ 2 „ x and the curve is the catenary which has equation y = C cosh (

2pŸx 1 y
0

x+D
N
C

How does Taylor’s Theorem figure in variational calculus?
If we take the simplest variational problem it boils down to this. Let F (x, y, y£ ) be a function with continuous first and
second (partial) derivatives with respect to all arguments. Then among all functions y(x) which are continuously
differentiable for x ! [a,b] that satisfy the boundary conditions y(a) = A and y(b) =B find the function for which the
functional
b

J[y] = ‡ F x, y, y£ „ x is a weak extremum.
a

J[y] is called a functional because it takes functions and spits out a number. An extremum is essentially a minimum or
maximum. There is a whole world called “functional analysis” which studies the properties of functionals. A picture gives
the gist of what is going on.
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In one dimensional calculus we take x and move a little way, dx , away from it and see what happens to f(x). In variational
calculus you take the function y(x) and vary it a bit by another functional increment h(x) so that the combined function y(x)
+ h(x) still has to satisfy the boundary conditions ie h(a) = h(b) = 0. Same concept just applied to functions more generally.
The basic idea is to work out how J[y] behaves when y(x) is subjected to this functional increment.. This leads to looking at
the following variation:
b

b

DJ = J[y + h] - J[y] = ‡ F x, y + h, y£ + h£ „ x - ‡ F x, y, y£ „ x
a

a

Taylor’s Theorem is used at this point to arrive at:

b

DJ = ‡

a

!F x,y,y£

Fy x, y, y£ h + Fy£ x, y, y£ h£ „ x +..... where Fy x, y, y£ =

With a bit of further work you arrive at Euler’s equations: Fy -

„
„x

!y

!F x,y,y£

and Fy ( x, y, y£ ) =

!y£

JFy£ N = 0 (see Appendix 3). As you can see, Taylor’s

Theorem is pretty important. If you only ever master Taylor’s Theorem it will take you a long way.

Entropy and information theory
One last interesting application of the calculus of variations is in order if for no other reason than I think it is worth knowing!
In information theory the fundamental concept is that of “entropy” which also arises in the context of thermodynamics (eg
the Second Law of Thermodynamics). In the context of information theory entropy is the average amount of information
that a source produces. Claude Shannon essentially created information theory in his doctoral thesis at MIT and went on to
apply the theory to the stockmarket and was reportedly very successful. Entropy is essentially a probabilistic / statistical
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concept and hence it meshes with the statistical concepts underpinning thermodynamics.

y

p

It is a simple exercise (once you know the drill !) to determine, using the calculus of variations, the function y which maximises the integral:
¶

y ln y „ y ( where y¥0) subject to two constraints:

J[y] = -‡

-¶

¶

y „ x= 1

(a) ·
-¶
¶

+

x2 y „ x = s2 where y Ø 0 as xØ -¶

(b) ·
-¶

¶

The integral -‡

y ln y „ y gives you the entropy for the system. The answer is the normal distribution ie y =

-¶

-x2

1

‰ 2 s2 . Note that (a) means that the total probability is 1 while (b) tells you that the variance is

2 ps2
2

s Hthe mean is 0 hereL. In essence y maximises the information in an information theoretic sense. The discrete analogue of
the continuous situation is H = - ni=1 log 2 pi .
H is maximised when the possible outcomes are all equally likely ie
pi =

1
n

for all n. This is the most uncertain situation. If the outcome is certain then H = 0 ie there is no information conveyed

ie “tell me something I don’t know!"
Entropy is a fascinating concept. In 1973 Jacob Bekenstein, who was a student at Princeton, discovered that black holes have
entropy . Entropy is a measure of disorder and the Second Law of Thermodynamics basically says that entropy of a closed
system does not decrease. He wondered what would happen if a box of hot gas (ie something really disordered and hence
having a lot of entropy) was tossed into a black hole. The entropy of the universe would decrease because once the box went
into the black hole there is no way of getting it out. Consistency with the Second Law of Thermodynamics required that the
black hole’s entropy would increase when the box was tossed in. In this way the entropy of the closed system (ie the
universe) would not decrease.

APPENDIX 1
A quick explanation of partial differentiation
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Partial differentiation involves the concept of taking derivatives of functions of more than one variable. For instance, you
might have a function such as f(x,y) = xy. There are two ways one can differentiate this function - with respect to x and
with respect to y. The relevant symbols are:
y is a constant) and
!f
!x

= y and

!f
!y

!f
!y

!f
!x

(this means work out the derivative of f(x,y) in the normal fashion assuming

(this means work out the derivative of f(x,y) in the normal fashion assuming x is a constant). Thus

= x. Geometrically what is happening that fixing x = x0 , for instance, you get a curve f (x0 , yL and one can
lim

then work out the derivative by working out this limit: h Ø 0

Example:

!
!x

f Ix0 , y + hM - f Ix0 , yM
h

=

!f
!y

H sin HxyL + xyL = y cos x + y . In essence you differentiate wrt x holding y constant.

APPENDIX 2
A derivation of the wave equation
This is so fundamental it is worth doing once in some detail. You will eventually encounter it if you are a serious mathematician or scientist, so here goes (following the approach of Elias M. Stein and Rami Shakarchi, “Fourier Analysis: An
Introduction”, Princeton Lectures in Analysis, Princeton University Press, 2003)
We assume a homogeneous string which is stretched along the x - axis from x = 0 to x = L. Why do we assume homogeneity? Because if you don’t it is much more complicated in terms of the physics - density and hence mass could depend on
relative position.
Now we pluck this string and allow it to vibrate so that the vertical displacement y = u(x, t) is a function of x and t (time).
In a classic physicist reductionist approach you assume that the string consists of a large number N of discrete masses which
are distributed uniformly along the x - axis so that the nth particle has x - coordinate xn =

nL
.
N

We assume that when the string

vibrates each of the masses vibrates only in the vertical direction. The vertical displacement is yn HtL = u Hxn , tL and we let
h = xn+1 - xn =

L
.
N

If the string is assumed to have constant density r we assume that each particle has mass rh (why? Total

length is L hence total mass is Lr and since there are N particles the mass per particle is

Lr
N

= hrN

Thanks to Newton, force equals mass times acceleration so that the force on the nth particle is rh yn " (t).
The next assumption is that this force is due the two neighbouring particles and that the force (or tension attributable to the
Hn + 1Lth particle is proportional to

yn+1 - yn
h

. This tension is thus

t
h

H yn+1 - yn ) where t > 0 is the assumed constant coeffi-

cient of tension. Now in effect writing the tension this way obscures the physics a bit (and I will do a second derivation
which shows what is going on in a different way) but you can think of

yn+1 - yn
h

as a gradient and hence an approximation to

y£ n .
There is a similar force come from the left particle and it is

t
h

H yn-1 - yn ). These forces operate in opposite directions and
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when added you get:
t

rh yn ! (t) = h [ yn+1 HtL + yn-1 HtL - 2 yn HtL D
t

t

But using our notation developed above: h [ yn+1 HtL + yn-1 HtL - 2 yn HtL D = h [ u (xn + h, tL + u ( xn - h, tL - 2 u (xn , tL ]
Now I know what you’re thinking - this doesn’t look too good when it is considered where we want to end up which is this
formula:

1 "2 u
c2 "t2

=

"2 u
"x2

Any self-respecting function F(x) that will figure in the wave equation will have continuous second derivatives and we will
be able to assert the following:
FHx + h L - FHx - hL - 2 FHxL
h2

Ø F! HxL as h Ø 0

The proof of this (which is an exercise in the Stein - Shakarchi book and is unnecessarily complicated in my view) turns
upon Taylor’s Theorem yet again. We first suppose that F(x) has two continuous derivatives on (a,b) and we then apply
Taylor’s Theorem to x and x + h when they are in (a,b) to get:
F(x + h) = F(x) + h F£ HxL +

h2 !
F HxL
2

+ h2 RHhL where R(h) Ø 0 as h Ø 0.

Similarly, F(x - h) = F(x) - h F£ HxL +

h2 !
F HxL
2

+ h2 RH-hL where R(-h) Ø 0 as h Ø 0 ( Write F (x - h) = F (x + (h -2h)) and

expand )
F (x + h) + F( x - h) = 2 F(x) + h2 F! HxL + h2 {R(h) + R(-h)}
F Hx+hL+FHx-hL-2 FHxL
h2

= F! HxL + RHhL + RH-hL Ø F! HxL as h Ø 0 Hie as N Ø ¶ L
t

If we now go back to rh yn ! (t) = h [ yn+1 HtL + yn-1 HtL - 2 yn HtL D and divide by h we get:
r yn ! (t) =
"2 u

ie r

or

!t2

=t

1

"2 u

2

!t2

c

=

t
h2

[ yn+1 HtL + yn-1 HtL - 2 yn HtL D = t

"2 u
!x2

"2 u
!x2

"2 u
!x2

where c =

t
r

An alternative derivation which is more visual in terms of accounting for the forces is as follows:
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P = tension
V(x,y) is the y - component of the tensile force exerted by the left-hand portion of the string on the right hand portion at
(x,y). The positive sense of V is the same as for the y - axis. We are after y(x,t) which will give the transverse displacement
at time t. It is assumed that these displacements are small relative to the length of the string and that slopes are small and
that the x-component of the tensile force is constant ie H is constant and does not vary with x or t.
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If a is the slope angle of the string at (x,y) at time t then:
-V
H

= tan a =

\ V(x,t) = -H

!y
!x
!yHx,tL
!x

Consider a segment of the string (not at the end points) whose projection on the x-axis is Dx. Looking at the little right
angled triangle above it is clear that cos a =

Dx
Ds

so Dx = Ds cos a and when a is small cos a > 1. Hence Dx > Ds.

Since the y y displacements are assumed small the mass of the segment Ds is d (Dx) where d is the constant mass of the
string per unit length. The y - component of the force exerted by the string at time t at the left-hand end of (x,y) is V(x,t) =
-H

!yHx,tL
!x

.

At the other end the y-component is - V(x + Dx, t). The acceleration of the end (x,y) in the y - direction is

!2 yHx,tL
!t2

. Now

Newton tells us that (net) force = mass x acceleration hence:
(d Dx)

!2 yHx,tL
!t2

= mass x acceleration = net force = -H
!yHx + Dx,tL

\

=

=

!2 yHx,tL
!t2

=

H !2 yHx,tL
d
!x2

1 !2 yHx,tL
l2

c2 =

!x2

H
d

lim Dx Ø 0

!x

-

!yHx,tL
!x

+H

!yHx+Dx,tL
!x

!yHx,tL
!x

Dx

(where the partial derivatives exist)

where l =

d
H

Note that this is the same form as the equation established above but the scaling is different ie

1
l2

So second order time derivative =

1
l2

x second order spatial derivative

APPENDIX 3
-

The principle of least action involves establishing which path x HtL of all possible paths minimises the following integral:
°
t
S = Ÿt b !Hx, x, tL „ t where ! is the Lagrangian for the system.
a

-

The idea is to perturb the path an infinitesimal amount from x HtL by an amount dx(t) while keeping the end points fixed.
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p

y

p g

p

This latter condition means that dx(ta L = dxHtb L = 0 - in other words there is no variation at the ends.
-

The condition that x HtL be an extremum of S amounts to the following ( to first order in dx):
-

dS = S[ x + dx ] - S[ x D = 0 Why? This is nothing more than the statement for an extremum in the high school calculus,
the only difference being that S is a functional ie it acts on functions rather than variables such as plain old “x”. The principle is the same though - you look at what happens locally around the purported extremum. Just think of how you would
prove that x = 0 is a minimum of f(x) = x2 from first principles. You would look at f(x +h) - f(x) = x2 + 2xh + h2 - x2 = h2 +
2xh and at x = 0 this equals h2 which is positive for h ! 0 H ie h > 0 or h < 0L. This means that x = 0 is indeed a minimum.
You could also use Taylor's Theorem like this: f(x + h) - f(x) > h f ' HxL
ie

2 xh + h2
h

= 2x + h = h at x = 0 Hence in the limit (ie as h Ø 0) f ' H0L = 0

We can get an expression for S [ x + dx ] as follows:
S [ x + dx ] =

° ° °
t
= Ÿt b !Jx + d x, x + dx, t N „ t
a

°
°
t
= Ÿt b @ !Hx, x , t L + d x
a

!!
°
!x

+ dx

!!
]
!x

„t

Why? This the critical step and the “engine” of the whole subject of calculus of variations so we
may as well understand it, at least at a crude level. Fortunately it is not very difficult. The only
potential difficulty is the use of partial derivatives. In essence, however, we want an approximation
°
of !Ix° + d x° , x + dx, t M about (x° , x, t).
If you have trouble seeing how Taylor’s Theorem applies in a multivariate context, consider U(x+ dx, y + dy) and then write
it as:
U(x+ dx, y + dy) = W(x + dx) where the y dependency has been air-brushed out of history for the moment. In effect the y
variation is held constant. Remember that the definition of
Taylor’s Theorem tells us that W( x + dx ) = W(x) + dx

! f Hx,yL

„WHxL
dx

!x

is limh Ø 0

f Hx + h, yL- f Hx,yL
h

ie you hold y constant and vary x.

to first order in dx

Now W(x) = U(x, y + dy ) and we now air brush x out of history ie U(x, y + dy ) = Z(y + dy) = Z(y) + dy

= U(x,y) + dy

„ZHyL
„y

„ZHyL
„y
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‚WHxL
dx

So U(x+ dx, y + dy) = W(x) + dx
„WHxL
!!
= !x
dx

but

and

„ZHyL
„y

!!

= !y since

= U(x,y) + dy

!!
!x

‚ZHyL
‚y

+ dx

‚WHxL
dx

involves varying x but holding y constant and

!!
involves
!y

varying y while holding x

constant.
!!
!x

Thus U(x+ dx, y + dy) = U(x,y) + dx

!!

+ dy !y ( to first order in dx and dy )

That is not a rigorous proof but it is a way of remembering the final result. It is the sort of thing a physicist might do to
annoy mathematicians.
°
°
t
So S [ x + dx ] = Ÿt b @ !Hx, x , t L + d x
a
°
°
t
t
= Ÿt b !Hx, x , t L „t + Ÿt b Bd x
a

a

!!
°
!x

!!
°
!x

!!
F
!x

+ dx

+ dx

!!
F
!x

„t

„t

S [ x ] + something that cries out for integration by parts
Doing the integration by parts methodically so as to not get lost we get:
°
tb
Ÿta Bd x

!!
°
!x

+ dx

!!
F
!x

°
t
„ t = Ÿt b Bd x
a

!!
° F
!x

t

„ t + Ÿt b B dx
a

°
t
Focus on the first integral on the RHS: Ÿt b Bd x
a

!!
F
!x

!!
° F
!x

„t

„ t. We need to integrate this by parts so it needs to be in the form

Ÿ u „ v.
°
„ HdxHtLL
The notation dx can be a bit confusing here - it actually means this. „t ie the derivative of a small change in x(t). With
this in mind our u =

!!
°
!x

°
and our „v = d x „ t =
tb

Thus we have that : ·

°
dx

!!
°
!x

„ t = dx

„ HdxHtLL
„t

!! tb
° ¢
!x ta

t

„ t . Hence Ÿ „ v = v = Ÿ

- Ÿt b dx
a

„
„t

J

!!
° N
!x

„ HdxHtLL
„t

„ t = dx

„t

ta

Now dx(ta L = dxHtb L= 0 since we have assumed no variation at the end points. So dx
tb

Therefore ‡

ta

°
dx

!!
°
!x

+ dx
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!!
!x

„t = ‡

tb

ta

°
dx

!!
°
!x

„t + ‡

tb

ta

dx

!!
!x

tb

„ t = - ‡ dx
ta

!! tb
° ¢
!x ta

„
„t

=0

!!
°
!x

„t + ‡

tb

ta

dx

!!
!x

„t
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t

= - Ÿt b dx B
a

„
„t

J

!!
° N
!x

-

!!
F
!x

t
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„t

So S [ x + dx ] = S [ x ] - Ÿt b dx B
a

„
„t

J

!!
° N
!x

-

!!
F
!x

„ t and remember that the condition for an extremum is that S [ x +

dx ] - S [ x ] = 0.
Because dx can take on arbitrary values in the relevant interval the extremum is the curve which satisfies

„
„t

J

!!
° N
!x

-

!!
!x

= 0 and this is the classical Lagrangian equation of motion.
Now this is not a rigorous proof. You can get a more rigorous proof in books such as I M Gelfand and S V Fomin,
“Calculus of Variations” Translated and edited by Richard A Silverman, Dover Books, 2000. I have a soft spot for
Russian textbooks on variational calculus. The Russians are made of tough stuff. If you have any doubts read A Y
Khinchin, “Three Pearls of Number Theory” Dover Books, 1998.
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